DISPOSAL SITE USE REPORT

INSTRUCTIONS TO TUG CAPTAINS: This disposal site use report MUST be completed in its entirety at the time of each disposal for both VTS and non VTS monitored sites. Position coordinates read from the approved positioning aid MUST be recorded to the NEAREST THOUSANDTH of a minute e.g., 47° 56.556’, 122° 16.786’.

Note: The site use report must be submitted weekly by Friday. Send by Email to dmmp@dnr.wa.gov

NAME OF TUG and TUG CAPTAIN:

COMPANY and PHONE NUMBER:

NAME OF BARGE and TYPE:

BARGE VOLUME CAPACITY:

DNR PERMIT NO. 20- USACE #

DISPOSAL SITE:

DISPOSAL DATE: _______________________________ BARGE LOAD # _______________________________

FATHOMETER READING: _______________________________

AS BARGE STARTS TO OPEN FOR DISPOSAL: (Required)

/ / TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE

AS BARGE COMPLETES CLOSING AFTER DISPOSAL: (Required)

/ / TIME LATITUDE LONGITUDE

ESTIMATED DISPOSAL QUANTITY: ________________________________ (Describe how calculated)

NOTABLE OBSERVATIONS: (Floating debris removed)

FOR VTS SITES, AUTHORIZATION OBTAINED FROM COAST GUARD: (First and Last name), initials after VTS officer’s name has been written in full once. Once shift change to a new officer, then full name, followed by initials.

NAME/TITLE OF PERSON FILLING OUT REPORT/CONTACT NUMBER:

SIGNATURE: ________________________________